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01 Loose

02 Periodic

03

04
05
06

Info

Example

Express the main thought at the outset and add details, modifying and
compounding as a source of rhythm. This can be diffuse, anticlimactic
and overworked.

I remember one splendid morning, all blue and silver,
in the summer holidays when I reluctantly tore myself
away from the task of doing nothing in particular, and
put on a hat of some sort and picked up a walkingstick, and put six very bright colored chalks in my
pocket.
Delay completing the main thought until the end or near it. Delaying
Crossing a bare common, in snow puddles, at twilight,
phrases and clauses postpones it. Note parallelism of prepositional
under a clouded sky, without having in my thoughts
phrases. Complex sentences are easily written as periodic; compound
any occurrence of special good fortune, I have
sentences aren’t but their clauses can be. Loose sentences can be changed enjoyed a perfect exhilaration.

to periodic by adding or moving forward a modifier, inverting the
sentence, or beginning sentence with “It was.”
Subject-verb-complement is usual order, almost always with declarative
Inverted
sentences. To shift emphasis in sentence alter the order of basic elements.
Reader is surprised to encounter difference in order. End-position of
sentence is the most emphatic, first is slightly less, middle is certainly least.
When complement or verb is the most important element, consider
inverting. Careful, it can be awkward.
Elliptical (the virtual Fragmentary statement that is virtually complete, because of what is said
elsewhere or suggested. Good for dialogue, description intros,
sentence)
conclusions, transitions and even emphasis. Use infrequently.
Is surprisingly rare and almost always striking. If you wish to be forcefully
Simple
clear and direct, the briefest sentence alone is emphatic; used together
with longer sentences it is a basis for sharp contrasts.
Simple - Anticipation The part of speech a phrase modifies determines its location to some
extent. Phrases at the beginning operate as mild anticipation, in the middle
as interruption, at the end as afterthought. Connection to the sentence
can be by connecting word and punctuation or by punctuation alone.

Immoral Ovid was, but he had high standards in art.

Six o'clock. A cold summer's evening.
Centuries passed.

After skirting the river for three or four miles, I found
a rickety footbridge. // Even after dark the touch of
the wind has the warmth of flesh. // Compared with
that of the Taoists and the far eastern Buddhists, the
Christian attitude towards nature has been curiously
insensitive and often downright domineering and
violent.
07 Simple - Interruption The first example has brief phrase interrupted by a connecting word, "in," A barn, in day, is a small night. // The thought of her
and enclosed in commas, partly for emphasis and partly because it
was like champagne itself! // You, the listener, sit
interrupts the syntactic flow of the sentence. The second is so mild as to opposite me.
hardly be noticed. The third uses appositive phrase.
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08 Simple - Afterthought Any syntactical subordinate thought that comes after the main thought. It How beautiful to die of a broken heart, on paper. //
may be dramatic and significant, or casual and superfluous. The first
There are our young barbarians all at play. // The
actually has two such phrases. The second is so mild it needs no
steadiest winds are the trades, blowing diagonally
punctuation. The third consists of two phrases, and needs a comma partly toward the equator from the northeast to the
because of its length and complexity, also the writer wanted to express a
southwest.
single afterthought by using several phrases.
09 Elaborated Simple

10 Compound

11 Compound Coordinator only
12 Compound Punctuation only

13 Compound Elaborated

Once you begin modifying the various parts of a simple sentence by
adding phrases at the beginning, middle or end, you find the basic pattern
can be extensively elaborated without loss of lucidity. Remember a primer
style is less to be feared than a pretentious one, for clarity is the writer's
first objective. You might compose a second version of the same sentence
in which you modify the subject or use a compound subject or in which
you modify the subject instead of the verb.
This coordinates grammatically independent but logically related thoughts.
Develop a vocabulary of coordinators: And, or, but, however, for, nor, so,
consequently, therefore, then, still, yet, otherwise. Develop also a
vocabulary of punctuation: Semicolons, commas, dashes and colons.
Some coordinators need a semicolon before and a comma after: Also,
additionally, however, nevertheless, therefore, consequently, hence,
furthermore, indeed, still, then. Be sure clauses joined by conjunctions are
of equal importance and clearly belong in the same sentence.
With no punctuation this is rare and risky. Theoretically none of the
clauses are emphasized. In practice the final is usually a little more punchy.
When you want to fuse clauses into single undifferentiated statement, this
is good.
Compounds are almost always separated by some form of punctuation. A
comma separates and emphasizes slightly final clauses. Used when clauses
are short and similar in form. A dash points up a hesitation or delay. A
semicolon is a standard coordinating mark, it emphasizes the entire
sentence. Semicolons are a bit too heavy and formal to be used very often.
A colon is even more formal, suggesting that what follows is a distinct
addition to or explanation of what came before. When the relationship of
clauses is so clear that no coordinator is necessary, use punctuation alone
to link it. Emphasizes slightly separateness.
Clauses can be increased from the usual two to three and even more, the
elements within the clauses can be inverted or compounded and modified
in different ways. The alternatives of correct punctuation and effective
coordinators are many. The first one is simple; the long second is not only
inverted but also contains several modifiers; the third is as brief as
possible and inverted as well.

The gulls went in slanting flight up the wind toward
the grey desolate east.

The great tragic artists of the world are four, and three
of them are Greek.

We would walk out with a bottle of pop apiece and
sometimes the pop would backfire up our noses and
hurt.
In the morning it was sunny, the lake was blue.

We were somewhere near Sorrento; behind us lay the
long curve of faint-glimmering lights on the Naples
shore; ahead was Capri.
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14 Complex Anticipation
(Subordinates and
punctuation)

15 Complex Anticipation
(Subordinates only)

16 Complex Interruption
(Subordinates and
punctuation)

17 Complex Interruption
(Punctuation only)

Info

The thought of lesser importance, subordinated in a complex sentence
which consists of one independent and one or more dependent clauses.
Always phrase the main thought as an independent and subordinate
details as dependent clauses. Never obscure the main thought with
unnecessary subordinate details or by sequences of subordinate clauses
each one dependent upon the one before. Subordinators are: who, whom,
where, which, that, what. Some more surely distinguish dependent from
main clause: although, as, as if, so, so that, because, before, after, if, since,
that, until, till, unless, when, where. Some (as, so, while) can lead to
ambiguity. Be careful.
If anticipation (dependent clause) is short and relationship to the
independent clause is obvious, consider omitting the usual comma.
Placing the subordinator between the clauses can facilitate this.
Momentum is improved if you exploit the principle of open punctuation
whenever ease of reading and understanding is not likely to be affected.
This could have been “ideas, they” but brevity would be lost. Clauses are
very closely related, and brevity of anticipation makes it easier.
There is an advantage in placing dependent clauses within the sentence if
it would weaken the initial effect as anticipation or assume too much
importance as an afterthought. By doing this you can place an important
item (e.g. the subject) at the beginning and another (e.g. object) at the end
in the most emphatic positions. If the dependent clause is fairly incidental
consider this, but even if it is important it can be pointed up by proper
punctuation. Of all complex sentences this is perhaps the most subtle-suspended thought, and the periodicity conferred by interruption.
If the relationship of the dependent to independent clause is
unmistakably clear, you can drop the subordinator and use punctuation.
Be sure it is really an interruption. Restrictive clause is essential to the
sense of the sentence and can't be separated from what it modifies, it
should not be isolated with punctuation. But a non-restrictive clause,
although it adds a lot is nevertheless incidental and should be punctuated.
The interruption must be surrounded by marks of some kind, in a pair
except where first the first comma or mark is replace by a conjunction.
Usually the longer and more interjectional, the stronger the punctuation.
Commas are mild, parentheses are decisive, dashes emphasize, semicolons
and colons are rare to enclose an interruption, only for very special
purposes.

Example

If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in
water.

Whenever people are short on ideas they tend to use
long words.

Richard’s crown, which he wore to the last, was picked
out of a bush and placed upon the victor’s head.

This tree, I learned quite early, was exactly my age, was,
in a sense, me.
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18 Complex - Restrictive Not really an "interruption" here, but it does come between subject and
verb-complement. Usually such an interruption is identified by a
Interruption
subordinator like “which.” Too many can make the prose tedious
(Subordinate only)

19 Complex Afterthought
(Subordinator and
punctuation)
20 Complex Afterthought
(Subordinator only)

21 Elaborated Complex

22 Compound Complex
Combination

23 Elaborated
Compound Complex Elaborated
Combination

Example

All works of art which deserve their name have a
happy end.

(especially “that” and “which”). When relationship is clear you might
suppress the subordinator, but this takes an acute judgment and ear. Better
off looking for the right subordinator.
Because of its position in the sentence, the dependent clause is often
Charles had decided definitely on Princeton, even
more emphatic as an afterthought, especially when punctuated with
though he would be the only boy entering that year
something stronger than a comma.
from St. Regis.
If the afterthought is fairly short and not decidedly subordinate to the
independent clause, punctuation alone might effectively mark the
dependent clause. If it were clearly restrictive, like “Artistic temperament
is a disease that afflicts amateurs,” don’t consider commas. “Which
sloped...” even though restrictive it has only the subordinator.
Separateness was being played down here.
The number of dependent clauses can be increased, can take different
forms, and positions. Here, it is anticipation, a complex subject,
interruption, verb and modifier, “especially,” “here," are afterthoughts.
But perfectly clear because nothing is abstract. It is a matter-of-fact
observation; simple comparison, simple vocabulary.

The trees stood massively in all their summer foliage
spotted and grouped upon a meadow which sloped
gently down from the big white house.

Early in May, the oaks, hickories, maples, and other
trees, just putting out amidst the pinewoods around
the pond, imparted a brightness like sunshine to the
landscape, especially in cloudy days, as if the sun were
breaking through mists and shining faintly on the
hillsides here and there.
Years ago the British used to run a flying-boat down
through Africa, and although it was a slow and
sometimes rather bumpy journey I can remember no
flight that was quite so pleasant.

A combination of two patterns; coordinates and subordinates several
thoughts. At least contains two independent clauses, and one dependent.
Here the dependent clause is all the more subordinated, sandwiched as it
is between main thoughts. It could've been two sentences, but using a
compound-complex can indicate more precisely the relationship among a
number of details.
This form represents the upper limit of the sentence spectrum. Here it
Late one September night, as I sat reading, the very
has one dependent clause, five independent clauses, and another
father of all waves must have flung himself down
dependent clause.
before the house, for the quiet of the night was

suddenly overturned by a gigantic, tumbling crash and
an earthquake rumbling; the beach so shook in its
dune that the flame of a lamp quivered and pictures
jarred on the wall.
24 Representative series One must decide on a number of examples, series of modifications, series How are we to find the knowledge of reality in the
of qualifications, etc. If you wish to represent totality, certainty,
- Two part
world without, or in the shifting, fluid world within?
absoluteness, then choose two. When you use two, the voice becomes
highly confident.
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25 Representative series Less dogmatic and absolute that a series of two. Use when you wish to
All history teaches us that of these questions that we
indicate reasonable, judicious and normal attitudes toward a subject. This think the pressing ones will be transmuted before they
- Three part
type is the most frequently used, because most times this is the way that a are answered, that they will be replaced by others, and
writer wants to appear.
that the very process of discovery will shatter the
concepts that we today use to describe our
puzzlement.
26 Representative series To indicate a more emotional, human-oriented, or subjective attitude. The London was hideous, vicious, cruel and above all
series of involvement, it indicates the you the writer are concerned or
- Four part
overwhelming. // They have no curiosity; they cannot
even emotional about the content. Units may be words as in the first
give themselves over to random provocations; they do
example, or phrases as in the second.
not take pleasure in the exercise of their faculties for
its own sake; and unless necessity lays about them with
a stick, they will even stand still.
27 Representative series Although the four part is human, each additional lengthening increases
There is not a more mean, stupid, dastardly, pitiful,
- Five or more parts the attitude, begins to add elements of humor and even absurdity.
selfish, spiteful, envious, ungrateful animal than the
public.

